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Abstract: Cyber security attacks on various image data by anonymous unauthorized hackers, with the aim to intercept, corrupt or
deny acess to the data, have seen a significant increase in recent years. Secure digital image communications on the internet and
via networked systems is important in many multimedia commercial, government, and defense applications.. In many homeland
security applications, digital information cloaking, and image watermarking have seen an increased interest by researchers,
given the crucial need of protecting critical information that could threaten our nation security. In this paper we show, for the
first time, a secure, high capacity, authentication, tampering localization, and self-recovery scheme that embeds, with very high
imperceptibility, and hides DCT moments of several full gray-scale secret images (as opposed to binary) and several full grayscale watermarking images, of the same full size as a given arbitrary carrier/target host image. The information is embedded
into the intensities (as opposed to the DCT moments as is the case of existing classical schemes, in general) of a host
carrier/target image. We show how the proposed algorithm has self-recovery capability to recover most lost information in case
of unauthorized cropping attacks from hackers. The objective is the ability, via a blind scheme where the carrier/target not
required/known at the receiving end.
Keywords:-Information cloaking; image processing; Image watermarking; authentication and tampering localization; DCT
moments; self-recovery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking is the process of embedding a logo or other small information at the sending end, called a watermark, in a host
image to be detected at the receiver’s end. This is for the purpose of image content authentication, copyright protection, or
identification. In data information cloaking or watermarking schemes, information is generally secret either in the spatial domain of
the carrier/target image, or in the carrier/target image transform such as Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)], Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT), or Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Each one of these schemes has its own advantages and limitations and its
usage is mainly application dependent In general, one of the biggest limitations of existing image digital watermarking or
information cloaking schemes stems from the fact that they are limited in the size and the capacity of information that can be
embedded in a carrier/target image, as well as their inability to sustain unauthorized tampering attacks such as image cropping.
computational cost is higher than that of spatial-domain watermarking techniques. Additionally, a self recovery capability of full
gray-scale secret images, after a cropping attack, is currently very challenging and an area of high research interest. To our
knowledge, there is no scheme or work in the literature where several full-gray-scale images, of the same size as the carrier/target,
are secret into an arbitrary carrier/target image, with high imperceptibility/transparency, while exhibiting robustness to cropping
with relatively high accuracy of self-recovery.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME
In the proposed scheme, two watermarked images as in are produced and transmitted to achieve the desired objectives and
advantages of independency from an arbitrary carrier/target image, high capacity in both the secret information and watermark
images, high level security, and self-recovery and authentication of the secret information in case of some tampering attacks. Below,
we provide both an embedding and extraction algorithms that are used for the proposed scheme.
A. Embedding Algorithm
The proposed embedding algorithm, shown in Fig.1, is based on considering 3 images: a carrier/target image, a watermark image,
and a secret image. The DCT moments of both watermark and secret images are embedded in intensities of the carrier/target image
with very high transparency. The watermark image is used to verify the authenticity of the extracted secret image and localize
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tampering whenever it occurs. The secret and watermark images are divided into the same number of blocks of size 16x16 each. The
reasons for using blocks are to provide faster reconstruction of watermarked, higher tampering localization accuracy, and higher
quality watermarked images. We, then, apply DCT transform on each block. The compactness of the DCT transform allows us to
only choose a few DCT coefficients from each block in order to reconstruct a good quality of secret image. These coefficients of
both secret and watermark moments are associated with low and medium frequencies and are mostly located in the upper left corner
of the image. We discard all but 28 of the 256 DCT coefficients in the upper left of each block. These selected coefficients saved are
in an upper triangular and a lower triangular of an arbitrary 8x8 blocks respectively. We re-arrange all 8x8 blocks into four different
quadrants of 256x256 image matrix that result in four redundant 128x128 DCT images of both secret and watermark images, which
results with an image with the same size as the carrier/target 256x256 image. This image contains reduced DCT moments of the
secret and the watermark images located in four different quadrant of the same image. To add more security to the proposed scheme,
the DCT moments within each 8x8 block of the secret and watermark images are scrambled before being embedded in the
intensities of the carrier/target image blocks. The DCT moments of each of the scrambled secret and watermark images are scaled
by different mixing weight factors and embedded in the intensities of that of the carrier/target image blocks as follows.
Watermarked Image1= α*(DCT moments of Watermark image and secret) + intensities of carrier/target.
Watermarked Image2= β*(DCT moments of Watermark image and secret) + intensities of carrier/target.

Divide Watermark image and secret image into 16*16 blocks and take DCT
moments of each block

Discard all but 28 of the 256 DCT coefficients in the upper left of each
block and these coefficients are saved in an upper & lower triangular of an
arbitrary 8*8 blocks respectively.

Rearrange all 8*8 blocks into 4 different quadrants of 256*256 image matrix
which result in 4 redundant 128*128 DCT images of both secret &
watermark images.
Scramble the DCT moments using a modulo based algorithm & scale them
by two different factor weights.

Embed the blocks into the carrier block moments

Watermarked image 1

Watermarked image 2

Fig a) Information Embedding Algorithm
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By sending two different watermarked images, this technique provides a blind cloaking scheme where the Carrier/target image is
not necessary known at the receiving end. This independency of the carrier/target image, where secret data is embedded, increases
the security and robustness to unexpected attacks, caused by unauthorized hackers. The advantages of the proposed scheme are:
high capacity of secret data with high imperceptibility due to the added 4- fold redundancy due to the compactness of the DCT, high
tampering detection accuracy and image authentication, relatively high quality of self-recovered images in case of cropping
tampering, high security, and independency of the scheme on the arbitrary carrier/target image, for additional security.
B. Extraction Algorithm
As shown in Fig. 2, the watermarked image is processed by the receiver to extract both the watermark and secret images using the
proposed extraction algorithm. The latter requires the watermark image to be present at the receiving end for authentication
purposes. After receiving watermarked 1 and 2, both images are divided into blocks of size 8x8. We subtract these blocks in order to
make the proposed scheme independent of the carrier/target image. DCT moments within each 8x8 block are unscrambled the same
way they are scrambled at the sender’s end, using a user defined algorithm, known also at the receiver end. Each of these scrambled
blocks contains DCT moments of both the watermark and the secret images. The obtained 256x256 extracted image is divided into
four equal quadrant of size 128x128 that contains each the same information of secret and watermark moments.

Divide Watermarked image 1 and Watermarked image 2 into 8*8 blocks.

Subtract blocks of Watermarked 1 and Watermarked 2 respectively.
Unscramble DCT moments within each 8*8 block.
Separate secret and watermark moments & save them into 16*16 blocks.

Compute the inverse DCT moments of each block.
Reconstruct all Watermark blocks and secret blocks

Watermark image

Secret image
Fig a) Information Extracting Algorithm

As a result, each of these four quadrants is used to hide two different images, the secret and the watermark. The 8x8 blocks of all
quadrants are preprocessed to separate watermark moments from secret moments and save them into 16x16 blocks respectively. The
inverse DCT moments (IDCT) are then applied to these blocks to reconstruct the watermark and secret images back. The purpose of
the watermark image in our proposed scheme is to be used to verify authenticity of the extracted images in an attempt to localize
any cropping to recover the original image from cyber-attacks. As explained above, this new watermarking and secret information
cloaking and authentication technique allows one to embed at least eight different full-scale gray images, of same full size as the
carrier/target, into a single carrier/target image. After the extraction process, all four extracted watermark images are tested for any
possible attacks such as cropping via their comparison to the original watermark image existing at the receiving’s end.
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At the receiving’s end the secret image can still be extracted since the proposed scheme is a blind scheme, and the carrier/target
does not necessarily have to be available at the receiver’s end . Sending an arbitrary secret data that is independent of the
carrier/target reduces the risk of a carrier/target image being recognized and under suspicion of containing secret information gets
hacked or attacked.
III.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results obtained from applying the proposed watermarking, information cloaking and authentication
scheme on three different jpeg images: carrier/target image, secret image, and watermark image.

Fig (i)

Fig (ii)

Fig (iii)

Fig (iv)
Fig (v)
Figures (iv) and (v) show the watermarked image 1 and the watermarked image 2 after DCT moments of watermark and secret
images being embedded in the intensities of that of carrier image.

Fig (vi)
Fig (vii)
Figures (vi) and (vii) shows each respectively an automatic self-recovered-to-cropping extracted watermark image and an automatic
self-recovered-to-cropping secret image.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A new secure, high capacity, and most importantly self-recovery capable watermarking, secret information cloaking and
authentication scheme based on DCT moments was successfully tested and verified in this paper. In this proposed scheme, DCT
moments of two arbitrary gray images, up to the same size as the one of an arbitrary carrier/target image, are secret with high
imperceptibly in the intensities of the carrier/target image. To make the scheme even more secure, we make the carrier/target image
unknown at the receiving end which allows for independency of the watermark and secret images of the carrier/target image.
Another aspect of security is applied via scrambling the DCT moments of the secret and the watermark images’ blocks before
embedding them in the intensities of the carrier/target image. The scheme is also tested against cropping attacks, its high capacity
while keeping high transparency, and self recovery ability by cloaking 8 full-scale gray images of same size as the carrier/target, in
four quadrant of the same carrier/target image. The results showed that when there are no attacks, the secret images were extracted
with high accuracy and quality. In the case of cropping, the scheme was capable of accurately localizing the cropped areas, and of
self-recovery of the extracted secret information.
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